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Microprocessor ‐ A central part of
the embedded platform


A platform is the basic hardware and software
architecture needed for an embedded application
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Microprocessor




The microprocessor is a key component in
embedded systems
Modern cars include around 40 to 100
microprocessors




Advanced functions (engine control, brake system)
need powerful processors (32‐bit)
Simple functions (window control) need less powerful
processors (8‐bit)
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Microprocessor
Microprocessors are





flexible and easy to program
A microprocessor is
cheap
found in almost any
optimized
embedded system!
come in several variations
 8‐bit, 16‐bit, 32‐bit
 General purpose microcontroller or DSP
 Customized processor

but


include overhead in form of instruction decoding and
memory access (compared to pure hardware)
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Thus ...






Microprocessors are used
 as key components in an embedded design
Programmable Logic and ASICs are used
 for critical parts in a design
An objective for an embedded system designer is to find the
cheapest solution that meets the requirements

Do not use a powerful 32‐bit processor, when you
only want to control a simple battery‐driven device
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Embedded System Processors


There is a huge amount of microprocessors that
are used for embedded systems



different sizes and performance
processors may either come as



integrated circuit component (like Intel i5 or i7)
soft core, which can be instantiated on ASIC or FPGA
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Embedded System Processors


Embedded microprocessors follow general
concepts







similar architecture
similar instruction set

Embedded programs are usually written in C or
another high‐level programming language, only
very critical parts are programmed in assembler
Course uses Nios II‐processor for the laboratories
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Overview


The Altera Nios II is a soft microprocessor core for
Altera FPGAs






Microblaze is the corresponding soft processor for Xilinx
FPGAs

A soft processor cannot be bought as an integrated
circuit, like the Pentium, but can be instantiated in
hardware as part of an FPGA or ASIC design
Soft microprocessor cores can be customized in
order to meet the special requirements of a design
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Field Programmable Gate Arrays






Programmable Logic Cells

An FPGA consists of
programmable logic cells and
a programmable interconnect
The logic cells are configurable
digital hardware blocks
If large enough, the FPGA can
be used to implement any
digital functionality

Programmable Interconnect
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Cyclone II
Logic Element
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Nios II Cores can be implemented
on an FPGA


The Nios II processor can
be implemented on an
FPGA, if enough logic cells
and interconnection
resources are available

Nios II

Nios II



More than one processor
core can be implemented
on an FPGA

Powerful parallel computer
systems become possible!
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Nios II Processor Overview







32‐bit instruction set, data path, and address
space
32 general‐purpose registers
Instruction and data caches
Single instruction 32x32 bit multiply and divide
instruction, result is 32 bit
Configurable processor
Custom Instructions: Additional instructions can
be defined using extra hardware
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Block Diagram
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Nios II cores


When creating a Nios II core the designer can





choose a special type of Nios II processor (II/e, II/s, II/f)
choose the amount of cache memory and on‐chip
memory
choose peripheral circuits and external memories that
will be integrated into the core
code is in general portable from one Nios core to
another

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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The Nios II/f processor core




The “fast” Nios core is designed for high execution
performance
<1800 LEs, max 1.16 DMIPS/MHz (DMIPS = Dhrystone
Million Instructions per Second)
Characteristics:








Separate Instruction and Data Caches
2 GByte of external address space
Optional tightly‐coupled memory
6‐stage pipeline
Dynamic branch prediction
Hardware multiply/divide
Possibility to add custom instructions
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II/s processor core






The ”standard” Nios core is designed for a small
core size. On‐chip logic and memory resources
are conserved at the expense of execution
performance
<1400 LEs, 0.74 DMIPS
Instruction cache, but no data cache
5‐stage pipeline

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II/e processor core








The ”economy” Nios core is designed to achieve
the smallest possible core size
<700 LEs, 0.15 DMIPS/MHz
Compatible with Nios II instruction set
No pipeline
No caches
No branch prediction
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Overview Nios II family (Extract)

(2) Numbers are for the fastest device in the Stratix II family
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Example
Nios II core configuration
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The Laboratory Environment


DE2 Board







Cyclone II EP2C35 FPGA
4 Mbytes of flash memory
512 Kbytes of static RAM
8 Mbytes of SDRAM
Several I/O‐Devices
50 MHz oscillator
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Design Flow – Nios II
1.

2.

3.
4.

Design a Nios II core with peripherals using the
tool SOPC builder (alternatively you can use an
existing core)
Write your software application using the
symbolic addresses and values that have been
defined in SOPC builder
Download the Nios core to the FPGA
Download the software program to the memory
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Customizing a Nios II Core
The Tool SOPC Builder


Designer can select
and configure
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CPU(s)
peripherals

SOPC builder creates
core that can be
instantiated on FPGA
Symbolic names are
accessible for
software designers
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The role of the HAL in a Nios II project
Your program uses the symbolic addresses and
values specified in SOPC builder

Reference: Nios II Software Developers Handbook
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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The system.h file






The system.h file provides a complete software
description of the Nios II system hardware
The system.h file reflects the actual Nios II
hardware, which is given by the *.ptf file.
A new core means a new *.ptf file and a new
system.h file

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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The system.h file


The system.h file describes each peripheral and provides
the following details:







The hardware configuration of the peripheral
The base address
The IRQ (interrupt request) priority
A symbolic name for the peripheral

If the hardware changes, the source code is still valid, it
will only use another system.h file

NEVER edit the system.h file!!!
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Quick Question


Which of the following architectures cannot be realized on the FPGA of
the DE2 board (EP2C35)?



1) 4 Nios II/f processors (1800LEs) with 4 kB I‐Cache and 4 kB D‐cache
2) 2 Nios II/f processors (1800LEs) with 16 kB I‐Cache and 8 kB D‐cache
3) 1 Nios II/f processor (1800LEs) with 32 kB I‐Cache and 32 kB D‐cache




IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Quick Question


Which of the following architectures cannot be realized on the FPGA of
the DE2 board (EP2C35)?

483,840 bits < 64 kB





1) 4 Nios II/f processors (1800LEs) with 4 kB I‐Cache and 4 kB D‐cache
2) 2 Nios II/f processors (1800LEs) with 16 kB I‐Cache and 8 kB D‐cache
3) 1 Nios II/f processor (1800LEs) with 32 kB I‐Cache and 32 kB D‐cache
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Stratix III Family (announced 2009)

DE3 Board

Todays FPGAs are much larger !!! Check!
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Programming the Nios II




Altera assumes that the
Nios II is programmed
in C/C++, using the
Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL)
Reasons are




Maintenance
Time‐to‐Market
Flexibility

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Assembly Language


The assembly language reflects the instruction set (almost one to one)







One instruction per line
Labels provide names for addresses (usually in first column)
Instructions often start in later columns.
Columns run to end of line

Example:

Loop:
Cont:
Label

movi r1, 1
addi r1, r1, #1
bge r2, r1, Loop
…

# a wait loop as long as r2 >= r1

Instructions

Comment

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Von Neumann Architecture

Addressbus
Register 1
Register 2
Register 3

Databus

Instruct. Register
Status Register
PC

Read/Write

ALU

...
0x0FC:
0x100:
0x104:
0x108:
0x10C:
...
...
0x400:
0x404:
0x408:
...

Simple CPU

...
movi r5, 0x400
ldw r6, 0(r5)
ldw r7, 4(r5)
add r8, r7, r6
stw r8, 8(r5)
...
...
2
3
?
...

Instructions



Consists of CPU and one single memory
Memory holds instructions and data

Data



Single Memory
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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The von Neumann architecture



Memory holds data, instructions.
Central processing unit (CPU) fetches instructions
from memory.




Separate CPU and memory distinguishes
programmable computer.

CPU registers help out: program counter (PC),
instruction register (IR), general‐purpose
registers, etc.

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Harvard Architecture

Addressbus 1
Register 1
Register 2

Databus 1

Register 3
Instruct. Register
Status Register
PC

Addressbus 2
Databus 2

ALU

...
0x0FC:
0x100:
0x104:
0x108:
0x10C:

...
movi r5, 0x400
ldw r6, 0(r5)
ldw r7, 4(r5)
add r8, r7, r6
stw r3, 8(r5)

...
0x400:
0x404:
0x408:
...

2
3
?
...

Instruction
Memory



Consists of CPU and two single memories
In the original Harvard, one memory holds instructions
and the other data

Data
Memory



Simple CPU
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Comparison
von Neumann and Harvard




Harvard allows two simultaneous memory
fetches.
Most DSPs use Harvard architecture for
streaming data:





greater memory bandwidth
more predictable bandwidth

Additional hardware, since two address and data
busses are needed
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II
Memory & I/O Organization




Harvard Architecture
(Separated Instruction &
Data Memory)
Each peripheral circuits is
assigned an individual
address range (memory‐
mapped I/O)

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Addresses and Endianness





The Nios II uses 32‐bit addresses
A Word is 32 bits (4 bytes) long
An Address refers to a byte (not a word)
The Nios II processor uses the little‐endian memory system
 Little‐endian: lowest‐order byte resides in the low‐order bits of a word
 Big‐endian: lower‐order byte resides in highest bits of the word
bit 31

Register:
Memory
(big endian):

bit 0

0x0A 0x0B 0x0C 0x0D
x:

0x0A

x+1:

0x0B

x+2:

0x0C

x+3:

0x0D

Memory
(little endian):

IL2206 Embedded Systems

x:

0x0D

x+1:

0x0C

x+2:

0x0B

x+3:

0x0A
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Be Aware of Endianess…




An embedded system has several devices, which
communicate with each other
Non‐Awareness of differences in “endian‐policies” can cause
large problems!



CPU 1 writes 0x01020304 into a memory location
CPU 2 reads 0x01020304 from this memory location, but interpretes it as …?

CPU 1
(little-endian)

CPU 2
(big-endian)

Memory

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Quick Question
bit 31

little-endian

bit 0

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0

CPU 1
(little-endian)

A.
B.

bit 31

big-endian

bit 0

byte 0 byte 1 byte 2 byte 3

CPU 2
(big-endian)

Memory

CPU 1 writes 0x01020304 into a specific memory location
CPU 2 reads from this memory location, and interprets it as …?

1) 0x01020304

2) 0x40302010
IL2206 Embedded Systems

3) 0x04030201
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Quick Question
bit 31

little-endian

bit 0

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0

CPU 1
(little-endian)

A.
B.

bit 31

big-endian

bit 0

byte 0 byte 1 byte 2 byte 3

CPU 2
(big-endian)

Memory

CPU 1 writes 0x01020304 into a specific memory location
CPU 2 reads from this memory location, and interprets it as …?

1) 0x01020304

2) 0x40302010

3) 0x04030201

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Programming Model


The Nios programming model is a model of the
hardware that helps the designer to implement
applications on Nios II








General‐purpose registers
Control registers
Reference: Nios II Processor
Handbook, Chapter 3 (Programming
Addressing Modes
Model), and Chapter 8 (Instruction Set)
Instruction Set
Tutorial: Introduction to the Altera Nios
II Soft Processor
Memory Access
Processor Modes
Exceptions
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Programming Model


Students shall study the programming model on
their own




only few slides on the programming model are
presented in the lecture and are left to self‐studies

Please read the tutorial “Introduction to the
Altera Nios II Soft Processor” (available via the
course web page)

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Programming Model
Addressing Modes


The Nios II architecture supports the following
addressing modes:







Register addressing: all operands are registers, e.g. add r6,
r7, r8
Displacement addressing: address is calculated as the sum of a
register and a signed, 16‐bit immediate value, e.g. ldw r6,
100(r5)
Immediate addressing: the operand is a constant within the
instruction itself, e.g. movi r6, -30
Register indirect addressing: as in displacement adressing, but
the displacement is the constant 0, e.g. ldw r6, (r5)
Absolute addressing: as in displacement addressing, but register
r0 (zero) is used, e.g. ldw r6, 100(r0)

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Programming Model Instruction
Set
Data Transfer
 Nios II has a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)
load‐store architecture
 Load and Store instructions handle all data movement
between registers, memory, and peripherals
 There are instructions for both cached (ldw, stw) and
uncached access (ldwio, stwio)
 There are instructions that support half‐word and byte
transfers
 Example: stw r5, (r9) stores the value of word in
r5 in the memory location that is given by r9

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II Programming Model Instruction
Set
Custom Instructions
 Nios reserves instruction codes for custom
instruction that designers create by defining the
hardware for these functions
 Critical functions can be executed much faster

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Co‐processor







Many processors provide co‐processors for
special functionality
A typical co‐processor is a floating‐point unit
The co‐processor is “integrated” in the
programming model and called by special
instructions
In the Nios II concept co‐processors can be easily
created as custom instructions
IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Pipelining





Idea of pipeline is to increase execution speed
Several instructions are executed simultaneously at different
stages of completion.
Various conditions can cause pipeline stalls that reduce
execution speed




branches
memory system delays (result arrives late)
etc.
Concept of pipeline is not only used for processors,
but can be applied in many design situations

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Pipeline example
No Pipeline


Processor will either






Pipeline


fetch an instruction (F),
decode an instruction (D), or
execute an instruction (E)

Processor will simultaneously




Processor produces a result
every third cycle



fetch an instruction (F)
decode an instruction (D), and
execute an instruction (E)

Processor produces a result
every cycle
i
F D E i+1

i

i+1

F D E i+2

i+2

F D E

F D E F D E F D E
Time

Time

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Nios II pipelines




Nios II/f has a 6‐stage pipeline and Nios II/s a 5‐
stage pipeline, where fetch, decode and execute
are the first three stages
Nios II/e has no pipeline

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Latency and throughput




Latency: time (or number of cycles) from entering
the pipelining until it is completes
Throughput: number of instructions executed per
time period

Pipeline is used to increase throughput

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Pipeline stalls




If every step cannot be completed in the same
amount of time, pipeline stalls
Bubbles introduced by stall increase latency,
reduce throughput
loop movi r2, 5
subi r2, r2, 1
bne loop
add r5, r3, r4
muli r6, r5, 10
addi r6, r6, 2

Fetch
Decode
Execute

movi

subi
movi

add

muli

subi

bne

add

muli

movi

subi

bne

add

bne
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addi

movi

subi

bne

movi

subi
movi
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Execution Time For Branch Is Not Constant!

Branch Performance

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Multiplication/Division heavily depends on
underlying hardware!
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Execution Performance Nios II/f

Multiplication/Division

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Latency Cycles



Latency Cycles can decrease performance, if data
dependency exist
Execution of the addi instruction is delayed by two
additional cycles until the multiply operation
completes
mul r1, r2, r3
#
addi r1, r1, 100 # (Depends on result of mul)



In contrast, the code below does not stall the
processor
mul r1, r2, r3
or r5, r5, r6
# No dependency on previous results
or r7, r7, r8
# No dependency on previous results
addi r1, r1, 100 # (Depends on result of mul)

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Some words about the
ARM Microprocessor Core






ARM is a family of RISC
architectures, which share the
same design principles and a
common instruction set
ARM does not manufacture the
CPU itself, but licenses it to
other manufacturers to
integrate them into their own
system
The ARM core is used in very
many embedded products and
can be seen as market leader



The ARM core as part of a
system-on-chip (in the same
way as Nios II)

ARM
Core
Mem

I/O
Units

DSP

ASIC
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Further Reading


Lee and Seshia, Introduction to Embedded
Systems (Second Edition)


Chapter 8: Embedded Processors

IL2206 Embedded Systems
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Summary



Microprocessor is a key component in an
embedded system
Nios II is a family of soft microprocessor cores




Load/store architecture
Most instructions are RISCy, operate in single cycle
Nios II is customizable
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